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    Grade 12 Independent Studio Organizer

 

Independent Studio Proposal
Final Due Date

! 3-6 pages typed 
! Rubric

Tuesday, September 24

Independent Studio Project #1
Critique October 23-24
Final Due Date

! Artist Statement
! Artwork
! 4 pages of process work
! Rubric

Tuesday, October 29

Independent Studio Project #2
Critique November 19-20
Final Due Date

! Artist Statement
! Artwork
! 4 pages of process work
! Rubric

Tuesday, November 26

Independent Studio Project #3
Critique December 17-18
Final Due Date

! Artist Statement
! Artwork
! 4 pages of process work
! Rubric

Tuesday, January 7

Independent Studio Portfolio
Final Due Date

! Title Page
! Min. 12 pages
! 3 Artist Statements
! Rubric

Tuesday, January 7
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Independent Studio Projects
Over the course of the semester, you will be drawing from your prior knowledge of 
art history, theory, art forms, and media in order to create your own original body of 
3 art works based on a chosen theme. 

Parts of the Assignment:
❏ The proposal 
❏ A portfolio of process work  
❏ 3 original artworks, your choice of subject matter, style, and medium. 
❏ 3 artist statements 
❏ 3 critiques 

The Portfolio of Process Work:
Each student will be provided with a professional portfolio.  Over the course of the semester, 
you are expected to fill your portfolio with the following: 

Page 1-  Visual Inspiration: source images, photos of process, text, quotations  
Page 2-  Research into Theme: websites, articles, readings, citations (MLA style) 
 {**Your portfolio must also contain evidence of research and real-world connections to your   
theme.  For example, if your theme is POVERTY your research could be a newspaper article on the  
subject AND/OR an example of the work of the artist Kathe Kollwittz.**} 
Page 3- Media Tests: samples and tests of your materials 
Page 4- Rough Sketch: a “sketch” that demonstrates your goals for the artwork 

You can consider your portfolio like a scrapbook for your three independent projects! 

Your portfolio must demonstrate an entire semester’s worth of process work and must be 
presented in a professional well laid-out manner.  There is no right or wrong way to 
produce a portfolio, however, strive for the process to be genuine (assembled over the 
course of the semester) and remember to be creative!!!    

For each artwork your must submit 4 pages of process work.  At the end of the 
semester, your portfolio must contain: 
! A title page for your portfolio reflecting the theme (choice of media, subject, style)  

       (1 page) 
! Your original proposal (3-6 pages) 
! Your process work (minimum of 4 pages per artwork=12 pages total minimum) 
! Your three artist statements (1-2 pages each) 

 
*See Portfolio Rubric (Portfolio Rubric) and example portfolio page (p.12) for further info. 

The Proposal:
The proposal allows you to communicate your ideas and intentions about your upcoming 
projects. 
The proposal should meet the following criteria: 

❏ 3-6 pages, typed, 12-point font, double spaced. 
 
*See Proposal Outline & Template (p. 6-7,8) and Rubric (Art Proposal Rubric) for further info. 
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Media Possibilities… 

Drawing Pencil, charcoal, conté, coloured pencils, markers, pastels, inks 

Painting Acrylic, water colour, gouache, water-based oil 

Sculpture  Plaster, plaster bandage, found objects, clay, cardboard 

Printmaking   Linoleum-block, screen-printing, stamps, stencils

New Media Digital photography, video, sound, animation, Photoshop, 3D 
Printing, Digital Drawing/Painting (Procreate)

Installation  Combination of media displayed in a site-specific location

Mixed-Media  Combination of any media

The Three Artworks:
Your three art works can be created in any available media.   

You may choose to work entirely in one medium, or a variety of different media. 

For each of your artworks please fill out and submit a “Materials Wish List” (p.13) at least 
one week prior to the start date of your projects. 

Please discuss with me in advance of the proposal due date if you have an idea that uses 
materials that are not regularly found in the classroom. 

Please note that more expensive materials such as large stretched canvases (larger than 
16x20”) or large amounts of clay may require the student to help supplement the cost. 

**I encourage you to take risks this year and to experiment with a variety of new media 
and/or processes! 

*See Independent Artwork & Artist Statement Rubric for further info. 
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The Critiques:
At the end of each project (usually one week before the due date) there will be a small 
group critique where you will have an opportunity to share and discuss your work with 
your classmates. 

The purpose of a critique is to provide valuable feedback to the artist that can help him/her 
improve and expand on the artwork. 

The format of the critique is the following: 
(1) Artist explains his or her theme, messages, use of materials and process 
(2) Group discusses the strengths and areas for improvement or expansion 

Critiques are successful when everyone in the group feels comfortable sharing their ideas.  
Comments should always be respectful and constructive.  When you provide a group 
member with feedback you should try to be as specific as possible and avoid statements 
that cannot be backed up. 

What NOT to say:  “I really like your painting, the colours look pretty.” 

Instead, SAY: “I think this painting is successful because the cool colours that you used and the contrast 
between the dark areas and light areas help to communicate your theme of poverty.”  

What NOT to say:  “I don’t think that your theme is obvious at all.” 

Instead, SAY: “I think that you could better communicate your theme to your audience if the dark areas and 
light areas were less symmetrically balanced.  Maybe you could try adding some mixed media elements to 
the light areas so that they are not as over-powering?”

Critique Check List: 
" Art work completion

Artwork is at a point of completion that allows it to be critiqued.  Sketches and 
process work are present. 

" Explanation of themes, ideas & processes
Artist’s ability to communicate the theme and ideas behind his/her work.

" Group Participation
Providing feedback to group members about successes and areas for improvement

" Critical Thinking Skills
Critically analyzing the themes and ideas of your artwork and the artworks of others

*See Critique Outline (p.9) and Checklist/Student Evaluation (p.10) for further info. 
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Theme examples/ideas:

People and conflict 

The Homeless 

How the mind works 

Childhood/ Growing Up 

Phobias 

Victims of society 

Political propaganda 

The power of nature 

Insect life 

Metamorphosis 

War 

Drama 

Fragmented memories 

Explorations of identity, gender, 
stereotypes 

Recurring dreams 

Passages through the everyday 

Public spaces/public experience 

Buildings 

People and machines 

Technology 

Environmental Issues 

Plant Life 

Portraiture 

Still Life 

Fantasy 

Crime 

Religion 

Architecture 

Weather 

Burning questions 

Energy drains 

Social myths  

Artist as documenter, witness, 
anthropologist or collector  
   
Observations of the domestic realm

Relationships 

Psychology 

Reality vs. Fantasy 

Visual metaphors 

Contrasts in places 

Life/death 

The Human figure 

Landscapes 

The Family 

Emotions 

Poverty 

Social Justice 

Time and space 

Map your week 

History turned backwards 

Clothing as armor 

Memory 

Transforming the familiar, the 
banal, into the sacred or absurd 

The Artist Statements:
You are required to write an artist statement (2-4 pages, 12 point font, typed, double 
spaced for each of your three studio artworks). 

An artist statement contains: 

❏ DESCRIPTION-  A description of the artwork and media 
❏ ANALYSIS-  An analysis of the subject matter and composition 
❏ INTERPRETATION-  An interpretation of the artwork’s themes 
❏ JUDGMENT-  A judgment of both the strengths and the weaknesses of the artwork. 

*See Artist Statement Outline (p.11) and Independent Artwork & Artist Statement Rubric for further info.
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Grade 12 Art Independent Studio Projects    
Proposal Outline 
 
Artists write proposals for a variety of purposes: to apply for grants; to submit work 
to a gallery; to present ideas to clients. The main purpose of an artist proposal is to 
present your ideas for art projects in writing.  An artist proposal should be written 
clearly and concisely and should contain the following information and 
structure: 

Structure/Headings
❏ Introduction 
❏ Theme 
❏ Media Selections 
❏ Description of three proposed artworks 
❏ Conclusion 

Introduction
Briefly introduce your main ideas to your audience: 

- What is the message or theme behind your artworks? 
- What materials do you plan to use? 

Theme
Explain your chosen theme.  Your theme should make connections to: personal 
experience, social or political issues, art history, etc… 

**Again, you must demonstrate evidence of research and real-world connections to 
your theme.  For example, if your theme is POVERTY your research could be a 
newspaper article on the subject AND/OR an example of the work of artist Kathe 
Kollwittz.** 
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Media Selections
 
Briefly explain what media you will be working with.  Remember that you can choose 
to work in three completely different art forms OR create a body of work using the 
same materials.  Explain why you chose the particular media.  How does the choice 
of media relate to your theme or subject matter? 

Description
Describe what you think each of your three proposed works will look like –  

✓ Consider the elements (line, shape/form, colour, texture, value, space) and 
principles (balance, contrast, emphasis, movement, pattern, rhythm, unity) of 
design. 

✓ Describe the subject matter of each art work. 
✓ Consider how the three art works will work together as a body of work. 

For this section you may wish to include sketches if it helps you to describe the work 
visually. 

(Note: The appearance of your artworks may drastically change over the course of 
the semester which is a normal part of the process).  

Conclusion
Finally, write a brief conclusion that restates the main theme of your artworks and 
what you are hoping to learn in the process of creating the works over the course of 
the semester. 

You can use the template on the next page to help plan out your proposal... 
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AVI 4M PROPOSAL TEMPLATE

Introduction: (What artworks do you plan to create and what messages are behind your work?) 

Theme: (Explain your chosen theme in detail.  Relate & connect your theme to larger world 
issues.) 

Media Selections (What materials are you using for each of the 3 artworks?  Do the materials 
relate to your theme or subject?): 

Description of all 3 artworks: (Detailed description of the elements of art and principles of 
design) 
#1 

#2 

#3 

Conclusion: (What do you hope to learn in the process?  What challenges do you face?) 
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Grade 12 Independent Studio Projects

Critique
NAME: ________________________   
ARTWORK NO.  (circle)      1          2     3 
MEDIA : _______________________   
TITLE OF ARTWORK: __________________ 

GROUP MEMBERS:

Successes:

Areas for Improvement:

Personal Reflections:
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AVI 4M Critique 
                      Checklist & Student Evaluation 

             Name:_______________

SKills Comments Student Self-Evaluation

Art work completion  
Artwork is at a point of 

completion that allows it to 
be critiqued.  Sketches and 
process work are present. 

inc 1 2 3 4

Explanation of themes, 
ideas & processes 

Artist’s ability to 
communicate the theme 
and ideas behind his/her 

work. 

inc 1 2 3 4

Group Participation  
Providing feedback to group 
members about successes 
and areas for improvement
 inc 1 2 3 4

Critical Thinking Skills 
Critically analyzing the 

themes and ideas of your 
artwork and the artworks of 

others inc 1 2 3 4
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Artist Statement Outline
An artist statement is your chance to explain your artwork in more detail. 
Your artist statement should be typed, using a 12 point font, and it should 
be 2-4 pages in length.  It is acceptable to write in the first person when 
composing an artist statement. 
  
An artist statement contains: 

DESCRIPTION 
What do I see? 

" What media were used in the creation of the work? 
" Describe the Elements of Art: lines, shapes/forms, colours, textures, values, 

and space. 

ANALYSIS
What is the main subject of the work?  
How is the work composed? 

" What is the subject matter of the work? 
" Describe the composition (Principles of Design): unity, balance, contrast, 

emphasis, movement, and pattern. 

INTERPRETATION
What are you trying to communicate to your audience? 

" What is the artwork about?   
" What is the theme? How does it connect to your main theme or the other 

artworks? 
" What connections can you make between the work and the world at large? 

(Personal; social; political; connections to art history; inspired by another 
artist?)- Back up all examples with concrete examples and/or research 

" Cite your sources (MLA) in this section! 

JUDGMENT
What do I think of this artwork? Explain both the strengths 
and the weaknesses of the artwork. 

" What is the most successful part of this artwork? 
" How could I improve on the work? (Choice of media, application of media, 

communication of ideas, execution, etc…) 
" Could I expand on this work? (Make more of the same, make it larger/smaller, 

use a new medium, etc…) 
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Example Portfolio Page: 

!  
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AVI 4M Independent Studio Projects    

       Materials Wish List 
NAME: ______________________      Please indicate quantity and size if applicable! 
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

* Not all materials are guaranteed to be available.  Student may choose to help supplement the cost of 
canvas larger than 16x20” or large quantities of clay or more costly materials.
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